Temporal and spectral perspectives are two fundamental facets in deciphering fluctuating signals. In resting state, the dynamics of blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signals recorded by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have been proven to be strikingly informative (0.01-0.1 Hz). The distinction between slow-4 (0.027-0.073 Hz) and slow-5 (0.01-0.027 Hz) has been described, but the pertinent data have never been systematically investigated. This study used fMRI to measure spontaneous brain activity and to explore the different spectral characteristics of slow-4 and slow-5 at regional, interregional, and network levels, respectively assessed by regional homogeneity (ReHo) and mean amplitude of low-frequency fluctuation (mALFF), functional connectivity (FC) patterns, and graph theory. Results of paired t-tests supported/replicated recent research dividing low-frequency BOLD fluctuation into slow-4 and slow-5 for ReHo and mALFF. Interregional analyses showed that for brain regions reaching statistical significance, FC strengths at slow-4 were always weaker than those at slow-5. Community detection algorithm was applied to FC data and unveiled two modules sensitive to frequency effects: one comprised sensorimotor structure, and the other encompassed limbic/paralimbic system. Graph theoretical analysis verified that slow-4 and slow-5 differed in local segregation measures. Although the manifestation of frequency differences seemed complicated, the associated brain regions can be grossly categorized into limbic/paralimbic, midline, and sensorimotor systems. Our results suggest that future resting fMRI research addressing the three above systems either from neuropsychiatric or psychological perspectives may consider using spectrum-specific analytical strategies.
Introduction
T he human brain is a large and complex network organized by spatial, temporal, and spectral principles. In active mental operation, frequency effects are task sensitive in a topographical manner. For example, electroencephalography (EEG) studies reveal that short-term memory processes are reflected by theta oscillation in the anterior limbic system, whereas long-term memory processes are reflected by upper alpha oscillations in the posterior thalamic system (Klimesch, 1996) . Synchronization in gamma spectrum can enable object representation and contribute to the maintenance of information in memory (Bertrand and TallonBaudry, 2000) . In resting state, neural characteristics also confer physiological and neuropsychological significance. Neuronal oscillation provides supporting context for various functions, including input selection, plasticity, perceptual binding, psychological representation, and learning (Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004) . Frontal alpha asymmetry has long been regarded as a potential indicator of temperament and affective reactivity (Davidson, 1992; Hagemann et al., 1998) , and connectivity strengths over several brain regions may have implications in depressive disorder (Fingelkurts et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2011a) .
The use of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate neural features in resting state is receiving increased attention. In contrast to EEG, the major distribution of blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) dynamics and the temporal resolution of fMRI are situated at much lower range. These innate properties render fMRI suitable for investigating slower brain oscillation, which has been proven to be surprisingly informative. An early report by Biswal and associates (1995) revealed that spontaneous low-frequency fluctuations (0.01-0.08 Hz) in fMRI are highly synchronous between the left and right primary motor cortex and also significantly correlated with other brain regions associated with motor function. Subsequent research has similar findings in visual, auditory, and linguistic systems, as well as in the default mode network. Functional interaction in resting state exists not only in humans but also in rats and monkeys (Lu et al., 2012) . The slow drift of resting fMRI signals clearly has associated neural origins, although the underlying mechanism of how they interact is still unclear (Lu et al., 2007; Mantini et al., 2007; Scholvinck et al., 2010) . Similar to EEG oscillation that is composed of several spectral components, studies have suggested that the low-frequency oscillation of resting fMRI can be further categorized into slow-4 (0.027-0.073 Hz) and slow-5 (0.01-0.027 Hz) .
The resting dynamics of BOLD signals at slow-4 and slow-5 reportedly have different amplitudes of low-frequency fluctuation (ALFFs) in basal ganglia (slow-4 > slow-5) and medial prefrontal cortex (slow-5 > slow-4) (Yu et al., 2014; Zuo et al., 2010) . ALFF is the L1 norm of low-frequency BOLD fluctuation, and the preferential ALFF distributions of slow-4 and slow-5 suggested spectrum specificity in certain brain regions. Personalities such as extraversion and neuroticism are correlated with slow-4 and slow-5 ALFF in several cerebral structures related to emotion processing (Wei et al., 2014) . Further, abnormal intrinsic brain activity in schizophrenia can be reflected in thalamic and precuneus ALFF at slow-4 and slow-5 (Yu et al., 2014) . In addition to ALFF, other regional neural properties are also influenced by BOLD spectrum. Regional homogeneity (ReHo), an index measuring concordance of temporal dynamics, differs between slow-4 and slow-5 at basal ganglia, limbic/paralimbic system, and some cortical areas (Yu et al., 2013) . Similar to ALFF, ReHo in schizophrenia shows significant group by frequency interaction (i.e., patient vs. control and slow-4 vs. slow-5) in several brain regions, such as inferior occipital gyrus (IOG) and caudate (Yu et al., 2013) .
In addition to regional effects, Liang and colleagues (2012) recently associated slow-4 and slow-5 with different nodal and global topologies at the brain network level. Converging evidence seems to have indicated the existence of two subspectrums in BOLD at 0.01-0.08 Hz, similar to different frequency bands in EEG. Although some reports have demonstrated differences in the frequency effects of slow-4 and slow-5 on neural characteristics, these differences have never been adequately and systemically assessed. This study aimed to elucidate different neural manifestations of slow-4 and slow-5 from local to global scales, namely, regional property, interregional interaction, and network features. Specifically, we explored frequency effects on local neural activities using ReHo and mean ALFF (mALFF; ALFF at each voxel normalized by the mean ALFF of voxels in gray matter [GM] ), interregional connection by functional connectivity (FC), as well as on network features using graph theory. The results support the claim that slow-4 and slow-5 BOLD are distinct entities whose different effects are not distributed across the whole brain and are instead limited to several neural systems.
Materials and Methods

Participants
A total of 36 healthy subjects with a mean age of 23.7 years (range 20-29) and gender balanced were enrolled in this fMRI study. Written informed consent as approved by the Local Ethics Committee was obtained from each subject. The experimental stimuli consisted of a white central cross subtending at 1.5°of horizontal and vertical visual angle positioned at the center of the monitor.
MRI data acquisition and preprocessing
All MRI images covered the whole brain and were acquired using a 3. ; number of slices, 43) to trace dynamic changes in the BOLD effect. Head movement was minimized during scanning using a comfortable external head restraint. A total of 183 whole-brain images were collected for around 6 min. The first three EPI volumes were not analyzed to allow for signal equilibrium.
The Analysis of Functional NeuroImages software package (AFNI) was used to handle the acquired fMRI data. The analytical streamline developed by Jo and associates (2010) was adopted to prepare the resting fMRI images ( Jo et al., 2010) . Preprocessing steps included despike, realignment (motion corrected), slice-time correction, and spatial normalization to standard stereotaxic space (voxel size 2 mm · 2 mm · 2 mm; with respect to the Talairach coordinate system). The resulting movement parameters were checked to ensure that motion did not exceed 4 mm in any plane. Two subjects were excluded because of excessive head movements, and 34 participants were included in the subsequent analyses. Several regressors were created and modeled as noises, including six movement parameters, third-order polynomials to fit baseline drift, and tissuebased regressors of white matter (WM) and ventricles ( Jo et al., 2010) . We constructed the regional WM regressors in two steps. The anatomy images were first segmented by a longitudinal stream in FreeSurfer that partitioned GM, WM, and ventricles (Reuter et al., 2010) . WM regressor for each GM voxel was then defined by the average time courses of the surrounding WM voxels within a 15-mmradius sphere. Notably, WM regressors were local (can differ for each GM voxel), and the other three categories of regressors were global (the same for each GM voxel; movement parameters, detrend polynomials, and two lateral ventricles). After regression, the EPI scans were band passed and then smoothed (Gaussian kernel with full width at half-maximum set at 6 mm) to generate EPI datasets within the frequency range of slow-4 and slow-5. Global signal of the whole brain was not regressed in our analytical model (Saad et al., 2012; Zuo et al., 2013) .
ReHo and mALFF
ReHo and mALFF are local properties of the brain. ReHo is a variant of Kendall's coefficient of concordance that is used to measure the similarity of a voxel-time series and its immediate neighboring voxel time-series (Zang et al., 2004) . ReHo and FC analyses (see section FC analyses) can be viewed as complementary approaches for investigating the similarities of intra-and interregional BOLD dynamics, respectively. For each voxel of slow-4 and slow-5 images, a cube with edge length of 3 voxels (27 in total; contact at faces, edges, and corners all counted in) was considered in computing its ReHo. ALFF is actually the square root of the power spectrum, and mALFF is normalized ALFF scaled by the mean ALFF value of the GM. Similar to slow-4 and slow-5 ReHo images, we calculated slow-4 and slow-5 mALFF. Paired t-tests were performed to examine the frequency effects of slow-4 and slow-5 on both ReHo and mALFF. False discovery rate (FDR) was used to control multiple comparisons, with the threshold level set at q < 0.01.
FC analyses
In contrast to ReHo and mALFF, FC analyses address interregional interactions. Pearson's correlation coefficient was used to represent connectivity strength between two different brain regions. Several steps were taken to accomplish FC analyses using AFNI, including anatomical parcellation, construction of correlation maps, z-transformation, and statistical comparison. The registered fMRI data were segmented into 90 anatomical regions of interest (ROIs) according to JuBrain (Eickhoff et al., 2005) . Table 1 shows the abbreviations and corresponding numerical codes. The averaged temporal course for each ROI was retrieved and used as a seed vector to correlate with the BOLD dynamics across the whole brain. Consequently, 90 brain maps of correlation coefficients were each obtained for slow-4 and slow-5. Given that correlation coefficients generally do not conform to student t-distribution, z-transformation was performed using the inverse hyperbolic tangent function (tanh À1 ). Paired t-tests were performed to examine differences in the frequency effects of slow-4 and slow-5 on FC, and FDR was used to control multiple comparisons with q < 0.01. A total of 90 t-statistics maps were computed for each pair of slow-4 and slow-5 volumes based on the ROI seeds.
To summarize the 90 t-tests of frequency effects on FC, we simplified the results into a 90 · 90 matrix. The value of each cell reflected the proportion of voxels in a particular ROI pair that showed significant slow-4 versus 5 differences in FC strengths. Their scores ranged from 0 to 1. For example, the cell (3,5) stored the proportion of voxels in ROI 3 that possessed significant frequency effects based on the correlation maps of seed ROI 5. The resultant summary matrix was symmetrized by averaging the raw matrix and its transposed version. We then applied 30%, 40%, and 50% cutoff values to binarize the matrix. The ''50% binary map'' illustrated the ROI pairs with no less than 50% of their content that demonstrated significant spectral effects on the FC . A community can be described as a cluster of densely interconnected nodes that are sparsely connected with the rest of the network. OSLOM2 is based on a local fitness function that optimizes the statistical significance of a subgraph compared with the random fluctuation of a global null model (Lancichinetti et al., 2011) . OSLOM2 enables the detection of hierarchical and overlapping communities and naturally provides a statistical p-value (OSLOM2 reports the p-value that the program stops so that the true one can be much lower). The performance of OSLOM2 is comparable to the best existing algorithms in several artificial benchmark networks (Lancichinetti et al., 2011) . It is noteworthy that our community detection analysis aimed to summarize the brain regions showing differences in FC, not the differences in the modular structures of slow-4 and slow-5 FC maps, which is of theoretical importance but not covered by this study. As to the latter, even though slow-4 and slow-5 FC maps showed some variability in modular organization at several brain regions, they did not require FC differences as premise. Further, since analytic results of resting fMRI researches, including this study, have largely shown symmetrical pattern in the healthy brain, symmetrization procedure was taken before community detection. It is of interest to examine in the future whether there is lateralization in some network features of the brain.
Graph theoretical analysis
Graph theory analysis was performed using the brain connectivity toolbox to examine the differences in FC network features between slow-4 and slow-5. In detail, we bandpass-filtered the data (0.01-0.027 and 0.027-0.073 Hz) and averaged the temporal dynamics of EPI images for each of the 90 ROIs according to the partition of JuBrain atlas as described in the section FC analyses. Pearson's correlation was performed to construct two adjacent matrices for slow-4 and slow-5 for each subject. The sign of the correlations in the connectivity matrices was ignored. Our graph theory analysis was performed on each of the subjects separately for each sparsity value (defined below) and for each of the two frequency bands. The indices of network integration, segregation, nodal centrality, and modularity were compared by paired t-tests, including characteristic path length, global efficiency, clustering coefficient, transitivity, local efficiency, betweenness centrality, and Newman's modularity (Leicht and Newman, 2008) .
A fully connected binary network generally does not reveal eye-catching structures. To unveil underlying architecture, the common practice is to threshold a network, thereby creating a sparser matrix as the starting analytical step. Considering that the choice of a specific threshold can be arbitrary, we explored network properties across a series of percentage cutoffs (0-91%, with 1% step) to generate sparsity and to test for consistency of results. Thus, 92 matrices were generated by removing the sub-cutoff connections relative to the total possible number of connections in the network (Achard and Bullmore, 2007) . For example, a network thresholded at 70% contained only the highest 30% of correlation values in the matrix. The preserved connections were set to 1, and the deleted connections were set to 0. The seven graph indices listed above were calculated for each of the 92 binary maps. Paired t-tests were used to examine the frequency effects of slow-4 and slow-5 on network properties through 0-91% cutoffs. Except for centrality (which is estimated for each ROI instead of the whole network), the statistical threshold was set at p < 0.00054 to correct for multiple comparisons (0.05/92; 92 cutoffs by percentage).
Regarding betweenness centrality, we arbitrarily set the threshold at 0.0001. Given that the neighboring adjacency matrices (e.g., three matrices from 45%, 46%, and 47% cutoffs) shared similar structures and were thus not independent, complete Bonferroni correction of 0.00054/90 (90 is the total ROI number) was too harsh. Nevertheless, we posed another constraint of the consecutive number of significant pairs of ''ROI and percent cutoff'' being greater than 3. For example, if the betweenness centrality indices of ROI 20 reached p-value of 0.00054 at 45%, 46%, 47%, and 48% cutoffs of FC matrices, ROI 20 was regarded as significantly showing frequency effect. If they reached statistical significance at 45%, 50%, 52%, and 60% cutoffs of FC matrices, betweenness centrality of ROI 20 was not regarded as spectrum sensitive even though there were also 4 cutoffs reaching threshold. This extra constraint may reduce the possibility of spurious positive findings.
Results
Frequency effects on ReHo
A roughly symmetrical pattern was noticed to reflect different frequency effects on ReHo. Compared with slow-5, slow-4 ReHo was significantly and bilaterally enhanced in three major clusters: first, superior orbitofrontal cortex, rectus gyrus, and anterior cingulate gyrus; second, inferior temporal gyrus, fusiform gyrus, and hippocampus; and last, subcortical structures such as ventrolateral thalamus, pallidum (PAL), and caudate head. Conversely, slow-4 ReHo was significantly attenuated in bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, insula, and mediodorsal thalamus and in some midline structures, such as medial superior frontal gyrus, supplementary motor area, cuneus, precuneus, and posterior cingulate gyrus ( Fig. 1 and Table 2 ).
Frequency effects on mALFF
Similar to ReHo, bilateral thalamus and caudate head were associated with higher mALFF for slow-4 compared with slow-5 (Table 3) . When a less stringent statistical criterion of q < 0.05 was selected, ventromedial prefrontal, inferior frontal, and cuneus/precuneus had lower mALFF in slow-4 compared with slow-5. By contrast, slow-4 mALFF was greater than slow-5 mALFF in inferior temporal regions. Thus, the directionality of ReHo and mALFF was not always the same, as shown in Figure 2 . Given that the thalamus was the hotspot of different frequency effects in both ReHo and mALFF, the results of thalamus are summarized and illustrated in Figure 3 for better appreciation. 
Frequency effects on FC strengths
We computed 90 statistical parametric maps depicting different frequency effects on connectivity strength based on the 90 ROIs defined by JuBrain atlas. Without exception, regarding the paired t-tests of the connectivity strengths with q < 0.01, higher frequency components (from the time series at slow-4 range) always showed weaker connectivity strengths than the lower frequency counterparts (from the time series at slow-5 range). The complicated FC results were verified by several analytical steps. First, a summary matrix was constructed, with the cell content equal to the proportion of voxels showing significant frequency effects (Fig. 4) . Second, three different thresholds were applied, that is, 30%, 40%, and 50% (Fig. 5) . The three binary maps were imported to OSLOM2 algorithm for community detection, and the OSLOM2 results consistently discovered two modules across the three different cutoffs (Fig. 5) . No hierarchical structure and only minimal overlapping were detected. The community structures were demonstrated by Pajek software (http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/ pajek/) (Fig. 6 ). For the two modules discovered at 50% threshold, we used AFNI to present their distribution with different colors (Fig. 7) . The first cluster comprised precentral gyrus, Rolandic operculum, inferior frontal gyrus, insula, supplementary motor area, middle cingulate gyrus, Heschl gyrus (HES), supramarginal gyrus, superior and inferior temporal gyrus, and basal ganglia. The second cluster included olfactory cortex, medial temporal pole (TPO), hippocampus, parahippocampus, amygdala, fusiform gyrus, precuneus, and thalamus.
Frequency effects on graph features of FC network
The FC of temporal courses of 90 ROIs constituted a 90 · 90 matrix, with each cell storing the pairwise correlation coefficient. Slow-4 and slow-5 had their own adjacency matrices. We avoided arbitrary threshold selection by assigning a series of cutoff values to sieve out the cells of lower connectivity strengths. The cutoff percentages ranged from 0% to 91% (i.e., survival percentages from 100% to 9%), and 92 binary maps were accordingly generated. For each binary map, six network indices commonly encountered in graph Figure 8 . Notably, the local network properties of clustering coefficient and transitivity both showed significant frequency effects across the 92 thresholds, with slow-4 smaller than slow-5. Nevertheless, slow-4 and slow-5 did not possess different effects on local efficiency. The frequency effects on the global network features of characteristic path length and global efficiency were generally negative, although with few exceptions for characteristic path lengths. The optimal modularity values did not differ in all 92 FC matrices between slow-4 and slow-5. Betweenness centrality is a local index counting the number of shortest paths from all pairs of vertices passing through a particular node, which can be viewed as an indicator of the ''hub'' (Tomasi and Volkow, 2011) . As other graph indices, betweenness centrality was also measured on each of the subject, for each sparsity value and for each of the two frequency bands. Figure 9 shows the absolute values of the mean differences of centrality between slow-4 and slow-5 across 92 thresholds and 90 ROIs (absolute values for better inspection; the values were not normalized by the number of off-diagonal elements 90 · 89 so greater than 1). The brain regions demonstrating significant slow-4 versus slow-5 differences in betweenness centrality included left cuneus (28), and left TPO (medial) (TPOmed) (12). The number in the parentheses is the total number out of 92 comparisons (thresholds) surviving p < 0.0001. For all brain regions showing significant centrality differences, slow-4 was less than slow-5 except for left cuneus and bilateral MTG. Figure 10 summarizes the ROI-percentage pairs 
Discussion
This study used fMRI to measure spontaneous brain activity in resting state and to systemically explore the neural characteristics of slow-4 and slow-5 at regional, interregional, and network levels. The aim was to examine whether these neural properties differed between slow-4 and slow-5; if differences existed, the brain structures sensitive to frequency effects were then determined. The differentiation of spectrum effects is important because EEG evidence has suggested that several rhythms can coexist in the same structures and interact with one another (Steriade, 2001 ). The rule, not the exception, is that a simple neural circuit in vivo can generate different kinds of rhythms that may result from local and/or distant synaptic interaction further modulated by activating systems originating in brain stem or basal forebrain. More importantly, different oscillatory patterns may represent various psychophysiological states or functions. Assuming that neural oscillations at different frequency ranges reflected themselves in BOLD at only one single spectrum seemed unreasonable. Instead, our results provided evidence that slow-4 and slow-5 BOLD signals in resting state were distinct entities. They were not divergent in every aspect but showed different properties at regional, interregional, and network levels. Similar to the conclusion of Mantini and associates (2007) , we inferred that slow-4 and slow-5 may also have respective EEG signatures.
Regional effects of slow-4 and slow-5
ReHo and ALFF are both regional properties of baseline brain activity. ReHo measures the similarity of time series from voxels within a region, in contrast to FC (discussed in next section) which measures the similarity of time series between two distant regions. ReHo results at q < 0.01 were generally symmetrical or situated around the midline. The ReHo results can be tentatively categorized into four categories: limbic/paralimbic system, sensorimotor-related system (pre-and post-central gyrus, paracentral lobule, supplementary motor area, inferior frontal gyrus, insula, basal ganglia, ventrolateral thalamus, and cerebellum), midline structures (anterior, middle and posterior cingulate gyrus, medial superior frontal cortex, cuneus, and precuneus), and attention-related neural correlates (superior frontal gyrus and superior parietal lobule). In the sensorimotorrelated system, inferior frontal gyrus is associated with language production, action execution, and mirror neurons (Fadiga et al., 2009; Liakakis et al., 2011) , whereas insula is known to play roles in interoception and homeostasis (Craig, 2003) . We acknowledged that the above attribution of function was not an exhaustive account; nevertheless, the summary helped in comparing the analytical results of ReHo with other neural indices, as shown below. Interestingly, the resting dynamics in ventrolateral and mediodorsal thalamus were more strongly synchronized at slow-4 and slow-5, respectively. The functions of the two thalamic regions differ. Ventrolateral nuclei serve as the motor relay station where the pathways from the cerebellum and extrapyramidal system converge, and information is further transmitted to motor-related and parietal areas (Shinoda et al., 1993) . The mediodorsal (or dorsomedial) nuclei mainly project onto the prefrontal cortex (Kuroda et al., 1998) , engaging in arousal, emotion, and memory processes (Markowitsch, 1982; Watanabe and Funahashi, 2012) . The EEG literature has suggested that regional spectral properties of the four central systems listed above are associated with important psychological functions. To name a few, theta oscillation can be a neural correlate of short-term memory processes in the anterior limbic system (Klimesch, 1996) , EEG desynchronization at Rolandic rhythm is associated with imagination and planning of a movement (Pfurtscheller and Neuper, 1997) , alpha oscillation may play active roles in saccades and selective attention (Hamm et al., 2012; Klimesch, 2012) , and enhanced alpha activity can predict self-referential thoughts within the default mode network (Knyazev et al., 2012) . The physiological or psychological functions of slow-4 and slow-5 of these systems are largely unknown. The correspondence of the spectrum distribution of resting fMRI and of regional EEG demands further study to clarify.
ALFF is the L1 norm of low-frequency BOLD fluctuation. We adopted the mean ALFF that standardized each voxel's ALFF with the global mean ALFF value to explore the spectrum effect. After normalization, the differences between slow-4 and slow-5 at some brain areas provided hints that their respective deviations from the global mean were dissimilar. At the more stringent criterion of FDR q < 0.01, slow-4 mALFF was greater than slow-5 mALFF in caudate, thalamus, and postcentral gyrus, whereas slow-5 mALFF was greater than slow-4 mALFF in posterior cingulate
FIG. 4.
The matrix is 90 · 90 and has values ranging from 0 to 1. Each cell stores the proportion of voxels in an ROI (or ROI pairs) that presented statistically significant differences in terms of connectivity strengths between slow-4 and slow-5. This matrix is a summary of 90 ROIs based statistical parametric maps of functional connectivity analyses, corrected by FDR q < 0.01. The color bar is located at the right-hand side. Note: the matrix has been symmetrized. ROI, region of interest. Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/brain gyrus. At a looser threshold, FDR q < 0.05, ventromedial prefrontal, inferior frontal, and cuneus/precuneus showed smaller slow-4 mALFF. By contrast, in the inferior temporal regions, slow-4 mALFF was greater than slow-5 mALFF. The results were highly consistent with previous reports on bilateral caudate, bilateral thalamus (slow-4 > slow-5), and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (slow-5 > slow-4) comprising sensorimotor and midline systems (Yu et al., 2014; Zuo et al., 2010) .
The abnormality of ReHo and/or mALFF has been reported in several mental conditions. Some key findings of the abnormalities are situated at where we found spectrum differences, such as limbic system in depressive disorder, trait anxiety, and bipolar disorder (Guo et al., 2011; Hahn et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2012) , limbic system and caudate in schizophrenia (Hoptman et al., 2010) , midline structures in panic symptom and heroin abuse ( Jiang et al., 2011; Lai and Wu, 2013) , limbic, midline, and sensorimotor structures in Internet addiction (Liu et al., 2010) , and inferior frontal and insular regions in autism (Paakki et al., 2010) . We speculated that taking a subspectrum approach as demonstrated in this study may improve delineating the brain maps associated with mental illnesses and psychological constructs.
Influence of slow-4 and slow-5 on FC
This study adopted a common approach to investigate FC. The brain was divided into 90 ROIs with the help of a parcellation scheme provided by JuBrain atlas. EPI images were preprocessed and band passed, and then the mean time series of each ROI was retrieved and used as seeds to further correlate with all voxels in the brain. Hence, 90 brain maps were constructed for both slow-4 and slow-5. After z-transformation of the correlation coefficients, paired t-tests of slow-4 and slow-5 were performed, and 90 statistical parametric maps were derived. We reduced the results of 90 statistical brain images to a summary matrix by transforming the content of the ROI pair into a proportion of significant voxels (see section FC analyses). FC strengths at slow-4 were found to be generally weaker than those at slow-5.
The raw summary matrix looked quasi-symmetrical. It was not surprising since if taking ROI A as a seed resulted in a higher proportion of significant voxels in ROI B, then conversely, taking ROI B as a seed also revealed a higher proportion of significant voxels in ROI A. It was because, first, the seed time series was the average temporal course of region that was innately representative of the composite voxels; second, spatial smoothness was applied; third, the
FIG. 5. Upper row:
The three binary maps were derived from the summary matrix (proportion of significant connectivity strength difference of slow-4 and slow-5, as shown in Fig. 4 ) by thresholding at 30%, 40%, and 50% levels (left, middle, and right, respectively). Construction was achieved by assigning a value of 1 to cells with values no less than the cutoff in the summary matrix; otherwise, 0 is assigned. The ordinate and abscissa are both ROI codes. Lower row: For the summary matrix of connectivity strength differences (Fig. 4) , modularity analyses by OSLOM2 consistently revealed two community structures (upper: module 1; lower: module 2) across three different proportion thresholds. The abscissa of codes 1-90 indicated the 90 ROIs; refer to Table 1 for the code detail. White (value = 1) and black (value = 0) denote included and nonincluded ROIs for modules, respectively. OSLOM2, OSLOM, 2nd version. behaviors of the voxels within an ROI were more homogenous than that between ROIs; and last, Pearson's correlation was undirectional. We symmetrized the raw summary matrix, compared the impacts of different cutoffs (30%, 40%, and 50%), and used OSLOM2 to unveil the underlying modular structures. Analyses revealed two communities that were most sensitive to spectrum effects on FC strengths; one was relevant to sensorimotor network, and the other one was concordant with the limbic system. Midline structures of the middle cingulate gyrus and precuneus were categorized into sensorimotor and limbic modules, respectively, consistent with their functions. The middle cingulate gyrus is the posterior part of anterior cingulate gyrus, and meta-analysis confirmed its role in sensorimotor functioning (Torta and Cauda, 2011) . Precuneus and hippocampus have an intrinsic connection that predicts memory performance and early Alzheimer's disease (Kim et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2010) .
The outputs of OLSLOM2 analyses were stable and consistent across three cutoffs (30%, 40%, and 50%). Together with the results of ReHo and mALFF, we concluded that sensorimotor, midline, and limbic systems were sensitive to spectrum effects of slow-4 and slow-5.
The sensorimotor system here was used in a broader sense, containing inferior frontal gyrus, supramarginal gyrus, and insula. The brain regions associated with higher cognitive function such as dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, however, did not demonstrate different effects between the two frequency bands. We inferred that the brain systems showing slow-4 and slow-5 differences may be phylogenetically earlier in evolution to which an organism resorted to register environment (sensory), modulate inner states (limbic and midline), and respond to survival challenges (motor).
FC is known to be spectrum selective in EEG, which may also implicate disease state in depressive disorder (Fingelkurts et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2011a) . Recent reports have further revealed that genetic polymorphisms also influence resting FC in a spectrum-and region-specific manner (Lee et al., 2011b (Lee et al., , 2012 . To our knowledge, only Zhang and coworkers addressed the spectral issue of FC in resting fMRI, who used machine classification of whole brain connectivity patterns to determine vascular dementia (Zhang et al., 2013) . Unlike our approach, they did not delve into the details of FC maps but only constructed an adjacency matrix based on ROIs. Modular analyses based on the criteria that 30%, 40%, and 50% voxels within an ROI showing significant frequency effects disclosed consistent community structures. It is suggested that power correlation in the delta band can be the neural origin of FC in resting fMRI at primary somatosensory cortex (Lu et al., 2007) . We believed that slow-4 and slow-5 FC maps may have respective electrophysiological signatures at sensorimotor, midline, and limbic systems ( Mantini et al., 2007) .
FIG. 6.
For the summary matrix of connectivity strength differences, Pajek software was used to illustrate the two community structures computed by OSLOM2 at 50% threshold. Codes 1-90 represent the 90 ROIs; refer to Table 1 for the code detail. Connections within modules are denser than those between modules. Black square: module 1; orange square: module 2; white square: nonmodular nodes. Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/brain
FIG. 7.
For the summary matrix of connectivity strength differences, AFNI was used to present the distribution of the two community structures revealed by OSLOM2 at 50% threshold. The community structures are superimposed on a T1 structural image in axial sections from z = À54 mm to z = 66 mm, with an interslice gap of 5 mm. Blue: module 1; red: module 2. AFNI, Analysis of Functional NeuroImages software package. Color images available online at www .liebertpub.com/brain
FIG. 8.
Comparison of six network features (ordinate) between slow-4 and slow-5 at thresholds of 0-91%, indicating network density from 100% down to 9% (abscissa). These graph indices were derived from the connectivity matrix of the 90 average time series from the 90 ROIs, with the value of correlation coefficient in each cell. Notably, the ''thresholds'' differed from those used in previous figures; 60% means that the elements of the strongest 40% connectivity strengths remained. Accordingly, each threshold was accompanied by a correspondent matrix that is further binarized to 1 (e.g., threshold 60% means 40% left) and 0 (e.g., threshold 60% means 60% removed). Black triangles pointing down symbolize the thresholded matrix that showed significant slow-4 and slow-5 differences with a corrected p-value of 0.00054 (0.05/92). Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/brain FIG. 9. Mean differences in betweenness centrality by slow-4 minus slow-5 at 90 ROIs (1-90) and across percentage thresholds 0-91% (y-axis). The ordinate (z-axis) is the absolute value for easy appreciation. Codes 1-90 represent the 90 ROIs (x-axis); refer to On the basis of the mean EPI time series of 90 ROI, we constructed a 90 · 90 adjacency matrix by Pearson's correlation, with the value of each cell equal to the correlation coefficient of the ROI pair indicated by column and row. Graph theory is a descriptive way to summarize the features of a network, which is generally reduced to simple points called nodes or vertices, and their pairwise relationships known as edges or links. Vertices with edges bridging them are called neighbors. Based on a comparison with networks generated by a stochastic random process, graph theorists may claim the existence of structures.
Compatible with the results of FC analyses demonstrating region-specific effects, global integration indices (i.e., characteristic path length and global efficiency) generally did not show significant differences. By contrast, local segregation features (i.e., clustering coefficient and transitivity) were distinguished by slow-4 and slow-5. Considering that the connectivity strengths were stronger at slow-5 in the sensorimotor, midline, and limbic systems, sequential cutoffs made the associated structures at slow-5 more obvious than those at slow-4. These cutoffs were thus reflected in the segregation indices, consistently showing slow-5 greater than slow-4.
Local efficiency was another measure of network segregation but failed to set apart slow-4 and slow-5. This phenomenon can be because of their disparate definitions. For a target node and its directly connected vertices (indirect connections are not taken into consideration), clustering coefficient and transitivity count the triangles formed by the target and its neighbors, whereas local efficiency is based on the estimation of the shortest path lengths between two vertices where the linking path contains only the target's neighbors (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) . We regarded that local efficiency imposed a more stringent restriction on local topology, and these segregation indices summarized different aspects of local topology.
The measure of node centrality is used to evaluate the importance of local regions that interact with many other regions and may thus play a key role in facilitating integration or in resilience to injury, sometimes also named hubs. Betweenness centrality is an important indicator defined as the fraction of all shortest paths traveling through the given node in a network. The vertex that bridges disparate parts of a network usually has a high degree of betweenness centrality (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010) . Out of the 90 ROIs, the values of betweenness centrality at 9 regions differed between slow-4 and slow-5 and can also be grossly grouped into limbic/paralimbic (left medial TPO, right TPO, and bilateral MTG) and sensorimotor structures (left HES, bilateral IOG, left cuneus, and left PAL). Except for MTG and left cuneus, betweenness centrality at slow-4 was smaller than that at slow-5. Our results revealed that the importance of neural nodes in a network may be changed at different spectral ranges.
Limitations and future directions
In accordance with recent studies, this project supported the distinction between slow-4 and slow-5 of resting fMRI signals. However, whether 0.027 Hz is the best breaking point for frequency division must be carefully considered. Even in the extant EEG literature, the definitions of frequency bands and sub-bands are still inconsistent and debated. Moreover, a large interindividual variability exists. This issue is difficult but unfortunately not trivial. Taking the alpha frequency band in EEG as an example, using 8-12 Hz to delineate alpha rhythm can incorporate theta rhythm for people with higher individual alpha frequency (IAF) and lose lower alpha information for people with lower IAF (Klimesch, 1999 ). Comparing resting and task EEG, as well as tracing the intersection of alpha and theta power spectrum, can help determine the transition between alpha and theta rhythms (Klimesch, 1999) . Whether a similar objective manner can be used to determine the individual boundary of slow-4 and slow-5 is interesting to know and can affect future resting fMRI studies.
We acknowledge that our analytic strategy is not novel but just a modified strategy based on well-established analytic steam, such as temporal course extraction and FC comparisons provided by AFNI, and modularity analysis by OSLOM2. Direct comparison of the slow-4 and slow-5 90 · 90 FC matrices is too coarse since it ignores heterogeneity embedded in ROIs as demonstrated in this study. On the other hand, analyses based on tens of thousands of voxels are not economic and feasible, not to mention the multiple comparison correction. Nevertheless, we regard that an ideal method to tackle the spectrum issue should enable brain parcellation by voxel-wise FC (instead of predefined anatomical regions) and statistical topological comparisons that may refine our findings in future research.
Our results indicated that the spectrum effects of resting fMRI mainly aggregated in midline, limbic/paralimbic, and sensorimotor systems. The first two systems are critical in psychiatric pathogenesis, and the last two are the main targets of neurological diseases. On the basis of these findings, we suggest using a spectrum-specific approach to studying neuropsychiatry populations by resting fMRI that can help uncover underlying disease mechanisms and useful biomarkers. We also encourage elucidation of the relationship between the spectrum effects of resting BOLD dynamics and the characteristics of emotion regulation, memory consolidation, motivation, self-integration, and other mental functions closely related to limbic and midline structures.
Conclusions
This study on resting fMRI aimed to explore different effects of slow-4 (0.027-0.073 Hz) and slow-5 (0.01-0.027 Hz) on the brain. The spectrum effects were systematically examined at regional, interregional, and network levels by ReHo and mALFF, FC patterns, and network features, respectively. Our results supported previous research dividing low-frequency BOLD fluctuation into two sub-bands. For ReHo, slow-4 was greater than slow-5 in ventral brain, ventrolateral thalamus, and basal ganglia, whereas slow-5 was greater than slow-4 in inferior frontal gyrus, insula, dorsomedial thalamus, and some midline structures. For mALFF, slow-4 was greater than slow-5 in thalamus and caudate, and slow-5 was greater than slow-4 in posterior cingulate gyrus. FC analyses revealed a consistent trend that slow-4 had weaker connectivity strengths than slow-5 in brain regions reaching statistical significance by paired t-tests. Community analysis of FC results detected two modules sensitive to frequency effects: one comprised sensorimotor structure, and the other encompassed limbic/paralimbic system. Graph theoretical analysis verified that slow-4 and slow-5 differed in local segregation measures. For betweenness centrality, slow-4 was greater than slow-5 in MTG and left cuneus, whereas slow-5 was greater than slow-4 in PAL, HES, IOG, and TPOs. Although the manifestation of frequency differences seemed complicated, the associated brain regions can be categorized into limbic/paralimbic, midline, and sensorimotor systems. Future resting fMRI research addressing the three above systems either from neuropsychiatric or psychological perspectives may consider using a spectrum-specific analytical strategy. Our results provided novel insight into the spectrum specificity and complexity of the ''resting'' brain.
